
 
 



Affiliate Marketing: Complete Guide For Small Business 

 

What is Affiliate Marketing? Companies cooperate with online publishers. These provide their partners 

with customers or interested parties via links on their own website and receive a commission for this. 

Who is all involved in affiliate marketing? The affiliate (also publisher), the advertiser, the website visitor 

and possibly an affiliate network are involved. 

How does the technical side work? The publisher integrates affiliate links into his page. These redirect 

interested website visitors to the advertiser's shop. The pays a commission when the visitor takes a certain 

action, e.g. B. buys a product. 

Can You Make A Lot Of Money With Affiliate Marketing? Anyone who conducts affiliate marketing 

professionally and with the appropriate commitment can earn a lot of money with it. Around a fifth of 

affiliates in Germany earn more than € 3,000 per month, with some particularly successful but also 

complex projects bringing in several € 10,000. 

Definition and procedure: Affiliates, advertisers & affiliate networks 

Affiliate marketing is a form of cooperation on the Internet and an important source of income for many 

website operators. Find out below who is involved, how it works and the benefits for the partners. 

What is Affiliate Marketing? 

Affiliate marketing is a form of online marketing and is based on agency commissions. Dealers 

(advertisers) cooperate with publishers (affiliates). The publishers operate their own websites , e.g. B. 

blogs, comparison portals or information sites on special topics. Using partner programs, you can 

integrate ads, banners or text links that lead to the shops of the respective advertiser. 

When visitors to the page take certain actions, e.g. For example, if you click on the link and then complete 

a purchase , the publisher receives a commission for this . Affiliate marketing is an opportunity for 

advertisers to draw attention to their own offers. They provide advertising material such as 

advertisements or banners via a partner program and organize the billing. There is specially specialized 

software for this. However, running your own partner program is associated with effort and advertisers 

have to take care of the technical issues as well as promoting their program. 

7 tips for successful affiliate marketing 

Affiliate marketing does generate passive income in a certain way . However, you still have to invest work 

regularly for continued and growing success. Pay particular attention to: 

Include appropriate affiliate links on the topic 

The affiliate links should lead to products that are also relevant for the visitors to your website. Even if z. 

B. Affiliate programs from the financial sector promise high commissions, so the success of these links on 

a website for horticulture will be limited because too few clicks are generated. 

Create new content regularly 



If you have created and linked a good website, but no longer update it, your search engine ranking will 

suffer in the long term. This also reduces traffic and income. 

Content must offer added value 

high-quality content that provides your visitors with interesting information is a very important ranking 

and therefore success factor. 

Pay attention to SEO 

Pay attention to search engine optimization in general . In addition to the points already mentioned, this 

also includes some other measures, especially keyword optimization. 

Test different partner programs 

The potential for success of individual partner programs cannot always be recognized immediately. So try 

several options. 

Continuously optimize 

Always try to discover optimization potentials of the website and the affiliate links. To do this, you need 

to closely monitor the development of clicks and earnings. Over time you will gain valuable experience. 

Affiliate marketing is advertising. You are responsible for complying with the related legal provisions, e.g. 

B. with regard to the protection of minors, competition and copyright law. 


